Neutron reflectivity study of alkylated azacrown ether at the air-liquid and the liquid-liquid interfaces.
We report the neutron reflectometry study of partially deuterated di-hexadecyl-diaza-18-crown-6 ether (d-ACE-16) at the air-water and the oil-water interfaces. At the air-water interface, the thickness of the monolayer is smaller than that for a fully stretched d-ACE-16 molecule, suggesting a tilt of the alkyl chains with respect to the normal. At the oil-water interface, the same molecules were found to form a more diffuse layer distribution stretching across both sides of the interface. On the oil side, the molecules are densely packed within a thickness of 17 A, the hydrophilic part of the molecule with the azacrown ether ring being immersed in the adjacent aqueous side of the interface. The latter consists of a thick 38 A layer comprising staggered, loosely adsorbed d-ACE-16 molecules. With increasing spread amount, the adsorbed layer density increases at the oil side until saturation at ca. 2.25 x 10(-6) mol m(-2), above which the layer collapses.